Branched peptides for the modulation of protein-protein interactions: more arms are better than one?
Combinatorial peptide libraries from synthetic or biological sources have been largely used in the last two-decades with the aim of identifying bioactive peptides that specifically bind proteins and modulate their interactions with other protein partners. Differently from biological libraries, synthetic methods allow the development of different kinds of libraries based on two main characteristics: i) the use of building blocks and chemical bonds different from those naturally occurring and ii) the possibility of designing scaffolds with non-linear shapes, as cyclic and branched structures. These two features, alone or in combination, have increased the chemical and structural diversity of peptide libraries expanding the offer of collections for the screenings. Here we describe our and other experiences with branched peptides and the results obtained in the last fifteen years. These clearly indicate how the use of short multimerized peptides can represent a successful approach for different applications ranging from affinity chromatography to the modulation of protein-protein interactions in different biological contexts.